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Where do Dutch economic growth and job creation come from?
A simple question, no simple answer. 

Our Central Planning Bureau needed a 318 pages, four-scenario-analysis to get a beginning of 
an answer. Taking the four scenario’s together the average employment growth in the period 
2002-2040 is forecasted at 0% for our national economy. The labour shedding in industrial 
sectors is compensated by employment growth in Trade and Repair Services, Health and 
Social Care, and Government. We should take these numbers seriously because it was 
Athena, best known as the goddess of wisdom and art, who assisted the CPB with crunching 
the numbers. And she is still a virgin.
I do hope that Athena knew how to assess the impact of ECB’s Mario Draghi’s quantitative 
easing and negative interest rates on the economy.

Having said that, the net balance of no job growth within 40 years is a depressing outcome
with demographics working against us.

But, the message is loud and clear. We have to take good care of economic actors which are 
creating new jobs, especially when their activities are important for the supply chain and 
therefore for our competitive position.

Start ups generate lots of attention, and rightly so. We should assists them to march the Valley 
of Death successfully and help them to become a scale up company afterwards. Growth and 
new jobs come from young, innovative and creative scale ups. But they have to reach a 
minimum threshold of at least 10 staff and an average growth of at least 20% per year before 
the magic starts. 
Young companies that manage to reach this trigger point are small in numbers. This is even 
more true for young Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), because making high-tech 
equipment or materials is hard and requires significant investment in time and money, and 
perseverance. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to put upscaling OEMs into a higher gear. 
They create relatively more jobs, more value and productivity. Furthermore, they have a 
strong position in the supply chain because they deliver end solutions to their customers
world-wide.    

We at ASML, Huisman, Vanderlande and Stichting TechnologyRating are well aware of this 
important issue. Coming from different histories and producing for different markets, we 
joined forces to tackle this issue. We see it as our social responsibility to assist these scale ups 
to achieve a higher growth path. The launch of the Make Next Platform today, is the first step. 
The Platform should become a virtual accelerator for young, innovative, self-creating scale up
companies. The Platform will support young emerging OEMs which have the ambition and 
the opportunity to become global players.  

Make Next Platform, a virtual accelerator
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The Make Next Platform will provide the future generation of manufacturing companies with 
a unique opportunity to gain access to the networks, knowledge and expertise of leading 
Dutch companies as ASML, Huisman and Vanderlande. Stichting TechnologyRating will 
assist in eliminating the information asymmetry between these young companies and the 
providers of capital. 
Lesser information asymmetry means more financing opportunities. 

The Platform aims to share technology, knowledge, business experience and best practices.
The Platform is also willing to coach young OEMs and to support them in their development 
to become a global player. At their turn these promising future generation will, amongst 
others, bring innovative ideas, technology and vision to the established companies. The mix 
of experience, knowledge and new ideas will enhance everyone’s innovation capabilities and 
create interesting cross connections. In doing so the Make Next Platform should be able to 
accelerate the scaling up of emerging OEMs. This will strengthen the Dutch ecosystem, and
keep our industry attractive for human talent. Even with all the talent already working with us, 
smarter talent will always be out there. We should attract them too to work with us. 

The new Platform warmly invites all established OEMs which share the same philosophy to 
join the founding members. The same warm invitation is extended to all young manufacturing 
companies regardless of what industry they belong to. These young manufacturing companies  
should: have successfully marched the Valley of Death, develop their own innovative 
product or business case, and have constructed a working prototype. 
The Platform acts as a horizontal virtual accelerator for young OEMs. Therefore the Platform 
is differing from the Top Sectors approach, which are vertical platforms of supply chains.   

We strongly believe that the Platform’s approach will be beneficial to both young and 
established companies. The increase in transparency in, amongst others, technology concepts
and decision making processes will eliminate the information asymmetry between young 
companies and their potential shareholders. 
Asymmetry in perceived risk is an important stumbling block in getting new customers and 
finance. 

Let’s get rid of it. Let’s accelerate.

Thank you for your attention.

Fred von Dewall, Chairman
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